Synopsis
Features virtually every Matchbox toy made from 1948 to present, with over 400 detailed, full-color photographs, complete descriptions, and current values. Arranged in an easy-to-use format, chronologically by introduction year, numerically by model numbers, and alphabetically.
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Customer Reviews
When this 1993 edition was new, it was a comprehensive listing of all things Matchbox. Lots of pictures and detailed information. Each year more models come out so the book goes out of date. Older editions are great starters for young children just getting the knack for collecting die cast cars.

this book helped me to view prices for my collection. the book list the matchbox by it's number which makes it easy to look up.nice pictures of the cars. in all a very nice book.

FAST SHIPPING, ITEM EXACTLY AS DESCRIBED, GREAT PRICE, EXCELLENT TRANSACTION, THANKS
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